
Big White Tour March 10-15, 2019 

By Tom Davies and Harry MacKendrick 

This year’s Big White trip was an interesting challenge for everyone as the Hill required 

commitments a long way out. Committing to a March trip in December left many in a quandary 

as they did not know how well the skiing would go for them. With a number of last minute 

cancellations due to injury or illness we ended up with 40 participants, 37 on the bus, 2 flying in 

and 1 self-driver. With a fairly long travel day ahead of us the bus was scheduled to leave at 7:00 

am, add to this the change to Daylight Savings Time made this a very early morning. I was 

impressed that everyone made it on time to the Millwoods Golf Course parking lot and we rolled 

out at 7:06 am. The trip was too long for one driver so we had a driver change in Banff providing 

one stop, to go along with a stop for breakfast in Airdrie, a stop in Revelstoke for early supper 

and a food store stop in Kelowna. Driving conditions both ways were excellent getting us in at 

7:06 pm at Big White, 13 hours including all stops, without the food store stop on the return trip 

our trip time dropped to 12 hours and 20 minutes. 

The staff at the Inn at Big White looked after us very well with locking racks for the skis 

in a locked room. Skiing out the back door straight down to the lifts is a nice feature. The rooms 

were moderate size with an induction cooking station, fridge, toaster and coffee maker. The 

second queen bed was a Murphy bed that changed into the dining table when put away. Big 

White is a very extensive resort with a lot of resources; they have food and liquor stores on the 

hill and numerous restaurants for those that desire an outing. Our ski host on Monday took us 

around a good part of the mountain but due to high winds and time stopped for information some 

skiers got a bit chilly and went in or found some aggressive runs to warm up on. Those that 

stayed to the end were given discount coupons for the Happy Valley Day Lodge, one free drink 

and an appetizer, no restriction on the number that could be used at a table; we were impressed 

by the quantity of the appetizer servings. 

Big White claims to be the biggest ski resort in Canada and that does not surprise me, 

they have 15 lifts and 118 runs, 54% at intermediate level providing a lot of variety. The variety 

of lifts on different faces of the mountain made skiing functional even with other areas being 

extremely windy. They had an interesting gimmick while we were there to promote skiers to try 

other runs across the whole resort. They had what was called Cruz the Blues, on many of the 

Blue runs the had a sign with a letter attached and after collecting enough of the letters you could 

figure out the slogan on the entry card. Any letters on the card would get you a free Tee Shirt and 

if you got the slogan you could enter for numerous prizes. We had a fun time chasing around the 

mountain collecting letters to complete the entry form and I agree it pushed us to try more runs 

than we might otherwise have tried. 

Snow conditions were excellent with a 252 cm base on the Monday and with 8 cm of 

fresh powder overnight, Tuesday was simply heaven. The temperatures were good as well 



ranging from -8 to -6 for daytime highs and it never got warm enough to create icy conditions for 

the next day, a common problem with late spring skiing. Red Green would have been proud of 

one skier who fell, causing her ski pants to split, duct tape to the rescue. Nothing that a good roll 

of duct tape can’t fix, it was even supplied in the emergency kit that I bought for the trip. 

The Big White Groups Department Rob, Chrissy, Brit and Emma were easy to work with 

particularly with the last minute cancellations and everything on the hill was perfect. Big White 

was a really good ski destination and hopefully will be added to the portfolio of our future ski 

locations. 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 


